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(57) Provided are a dental technical fee automatic
calculation system, a dental technical fee automatic cal-
culation method, and a program capable of estimating a
basis of billing or a billing amount from an image of a
prosthesis. The dental technical fee automatic calcula-
tion system 100 is provided with an image data input unit
110 configured to input image data of the prosthesis, a

basis data input unit 120 configured to input basis data
as a basis of assessment of a billing amount for the pros-
thesis, and a learning unit 130 to which the image data
and the basis data are input to construct a learning model
indicative of a correlation between the image data and
the basis data.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a dental technical fee automatic calculation system, a dental technical fee
automatic calculation method, and a program, and more particularly, to a technology for estimating a basis of billing or
a billing amount from an image of a prosthesis.

[Background Art]

[0002] Conventionally, a labo slip is used for ordering and order reception between a dental clinic and a dental labo-
ratory. The labo slip is a document issued by the dental clinic and is loaded with, for example, the name of a patient,
name and quantity of a dental technical product, specifications (capable of including instructions related to a material
used, creation method, etc.) of the dental technical product, names of the dental clinic as an order source and the dental
laboratory as a supplier, and the like. In general, the dental clinic creates the labo slip by filling out an existing labo slip
form with necessary items by handwriting.
[0003] Patent Literature 1 describes a computer system capable of performing ordering and order reception of pros-
theses (equivalent to the dental technical products) between a plurality of dental clinics and a plurality of dental labora-
tories.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0004] [Patent Literature 1] Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2016-071784

[Summary of the Invention]

[Problem to be Solved by the Invention]

[0005] The system described in Patent Literature 1 improves the convenience by computerizing the conventional
paper-based business for ordering and order reception. A dental laboratory creates a prosthesis based on a labo slip
issued by a system, such as that described in Patent Literature 1, or handwritten in an existing form. For the finished
prosthesis, a billing amount is calculated based on the name and quantity of the prosthesis, type and quantity of the
material used, creation method, and the like (hereinafter referred to as the basis of billing) and a dental clinic is charged
for it.
[0006] The basis of billing or the billing amount depends exclusively on a self-declaration of the dental laboratory. If
the dental laboratory can keep a record related to a specific material used and processes of work, the basis of billing or
the billing amount can be calculated based on the record, but it is not easy. Although the basis of billing or the billing
amount can be calculated based on the labo slip, this method is not necessarily appropriate because the prosthesis
may sometimes be created in consideration of an item or items that are not definitely described in the labo slip. Actually,
therefore, the dental laboratory not infrequently counts a presumably reasonable basis of billing or billing amount based
on experiences or the like, with reference to the finished prosthesis or its photograph.
[0007] However, it is difficult to objectively support the accuracy of the basis of billing or the billing amount calculated
in this manner. The propriety of the basis of billing or the billing amount is a serious concern for each of the dental
laboratory, the dental clinic, an audit institution, and the like. Accordingly, there is a demand for the provision of a means
for objectively supporting the propriety of the basis of billing or the billing amount for each prosthesis.
[0008] The present invention has been made to solve such a problem, and its object is to provide a dental technical
fee automatic calculation system, a dental technical fee automatic calculation method, and a program capable of esti-
mating a basis of billing or a billing amount from an image of a prosthesis.

[Arrangement for Solving the Problem]

[0009] A dental technical fee automatic calculation system according to one embodiment of the present invention
comprises an image data input unit configured to input image data of a prosthesis, a basis data input unit configured to
input basis data as a basis of assessment of a billing amount for the prosthesis, and a learning unit to which the image
data and the basis data are input to construct a learning model indicative of a correlation between the image data and
the basis data.
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[0010] In the dental technical fee automatic calculation system according to the one embodiment of the present
invention, the learning unit receives the input of the image data and outputs the basis data highly correlated to the image
data based on the learning model, and the system further comprises a billing amount estimation unit configured to
estimate the billing amount based on the basis data.
[0011] In the dental technical fee automatic calculation system according to the one embodiment of the present
invention, the image data input unit inputs the image data of the prosthesis and image data related to a labo slip, and
the learning unit updates the learning model using the contents of the labo slip if the basis data output by the learning
unit based on the image data of the basis data and the contents of the labo slip are different.
[0012] In the dental technical fee automatic calculation system according to the one embodiment of the present
invention, the image data input unit inputs the image data of the prosthesis and image data related to a labo slip, and
the billing amount estimation unit outputs the different items.
[0013] A dental technical fee automatic calculation method according to one embodiment of the present invention
comprises an image data input step in which a computer inputs image data of a prosthesis, a basis data input step for
inputting basis data as a basis of assessment of a billing amount for the prosthesis, and a learning step in which the
image data and the basis data are input to construct a learning model indicative of a correlation between the image data
and the basis data.
[0014] In the dental technical fee automatic calculation method according to the one embodiment of the present
invention, the image data is input and the basis data highly correlated to the image data is output based on the learning
model in the learning step, and the billing amount is estimated based on the basis data.
[0015] In the dental technical fee automatic calculation method according to the one embodiment of the present
invention, the image data of the prosthesis and image data related to a labo slip are input in the image data input step,
and the method further comprises a step for updating the learning model using the contents of the labo slip if the basis
data output based on the image data of the basis data in the learning step and the contents of the labo slip are different.
[0016] In the dental technical fee automatic calculation method according to the one embodiment of the present
invention, image data of the prosthesis and image data related to a labo slip are input in the image data input step, and
the method further comprises a step for outputting the different items if the basis data output based on the image data
of the basis data in the learning step and the contents of the labo slip are different.
[0017] A program according to one embodiment of the present invention is a program for urging a computer to execute
the above-described method.
[0018] A dental technical fee automatic calculation system according to one embodiment of the present invention is
a dental technical fee automatic calculation system comprising an image data input unit configured to input image data
of a prosthesis, a basis data input unit configured to input a billing amount for the prosthesis, and a learning unit to which
the image data and the billing amount are input to construct a learning model indicative of a correlation between the
image data and the billing amount.

[Effects of the Invention]

[0019] According to the present invention, there can be provided a dental technical fee automatic calculation system,
a dental technical fee automatic calculation method, and a program capable of estimating a basis of billing or a billing
amount from an image of a prosthesis.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0020]

[FIG. 1] A block diagram showing a structure of a dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100.
[FIG. 2] A block diagram showing a structure of the dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100.
[FIG. 3] A flowchart showing an operation of a dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 according to
Example 1.
[FIG. 4] A diagram showing an example of a fee table.
[FIG. 5] A flowchart showing an operation of a dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 according to
Example 2.
[FIG. 6] A flowchart showing an operation of a dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 according to
Example 3.

[Mode for Carrying Out the Invention]

[0021] A specific embodiment to which the present invention is applied will now be described in detail with reference
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to the accompanying drawings. First, a structure of the dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 according
to the embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to the block diagram of FIG. 1.
[0022] The dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 is an information processor configured to independ-
ently learn a correlation between an image of a prosthesis and the basis of billing by machine learning. Typically, the
dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 is an information processing system that implements predetermined
processing by executing software (learning algorithm, etc.) read out from a storage device by a central processing unit
(CPU). The dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 may be either composed of a single information
processor or constructed by dispersive processing by a plurality of information processors.
[0023] The dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 comprises an image data input unit 110 configured
to acquire image data of the prosthesis, a basis data input unit 120 configured to acquire basis data indicative of a part
of the basis of billing for the prosthesis, a learning unit 130 configured to learn the correlation between the image data
and the basis data, and a billing amount estimation unit 140.
[0024] The image data input unit 110 may be either implemented by hardware (CPU, etc.) or logically implemented
as hardware executes a function defined by software. Typically, the image data input to the image data input unit 110
is two-dimensional image data obtained by photographing the prosthesis created by a dental laboratory using a camera.
Alternatively, three-dimensional image data obtained by adding depth information to two-dimensional image data or
three-dimensional model data generated by means of a three-dimensional scanner or the like may be used as the image
data.
[0025] The image data input unit 110 can extract a feature quantity from the input image data. Deep learning is a
typical technique for feature quantity extraction from the image data. The deep learning is a machine learning technique
using a multi-layer neural network. The deep learning is performed so that an output error is minimal when the input
data is input to the multi-layer neural network, by using a technique called back propagation. In this way, the multi-layer
neural network is adjusted so that the feature quantity of the input data can be extracted.
[0026] Moreover, the image data input unit 110 may input image data in a labo slip for the prosthesis together with
the image data concerned. The image data of the prosthesis and the image data in the labo slip may be either different
or identical (i.e., the prosthesis and the labo slip may be imprinted in a single image). The image data input unit 110
extracts items mentioned in the labo slip from the image data in the labo slip. For example, the image data input unit
110 can read a barcode, QR code, and the like mentioned in the labo slip, acquire identification information contained
in the barcode, QR code, and the like, and use the identification information as a key to acquire information to be the
basis of billing from a management system or the like for a labo slip (not shown). Alternatively, the image data input unit
110 may acquire information to be the basis of billing mentioned in the labo slip, by using a known technology such as
OCR (optical character recognition). These pieces of information acquired from the labo slip can be used as basis data
in a learning mode. Alternatively, they can be used to verify the propriety of the result of determination in a determination
mode.
[0027] The basis data input unit 120 may be either implemented by hardware (CPU, etc.) or logically implemented as
hardware executes a function defined by software. The basis data input to the basis data input unit 120 may include,
for example, the type of the prosthesis (i.e., name of the prosthesis) and the quantity of the prosthesis included in the
image data. In addition, the basis data may include the name of the material, used material quantity, creation method,
and the like used in creating the prosthesis. More specifically, the basis data is one or a plurality of pieces of information
constituting the basis of the billing.
[0028] Furthermore, depending on the business usage or the like, the basis data constituting the basis of billing may
sometimes vary with every prosthesis type. If the prosthesis type is a "false tooth", for example, the used material quantity
is not used as the basis of billing. In contrast, the used material quantity may sometimes be used as the basis of billing
for another prosthesis type. In order to cope with such a case, the basis data input unit 120 may have a function of
outputting only necessary basis data to the learning unit 130. For example, the basis data input unit 120 is provided with
a table in which the prosthesis type and the necessary basis data are associated. The basis data input unit 120 can
output only the basis data corresponding to the prosthesis type with reference to the table concerned when the basis
data is input.
[0029] The learning unit 130 may be either implemented by hardware (CPU, etc.) or logically implemented as hardware
executes a function defined by software. The learning unit 130 has a learning mode in which it learns the correlation
between image data (hereinafter simply referred to as image data, although including a feature quantity of image data)
and a determination mode in which it outputs basis data highly correlated to input image data using the result of learning
in the learning mode.
[0030] In the learning mode, the learning unit 130 repeatedly receives input of various sets of image data and basis
data and repeatedly executes learning processes. A learning model indicative of the correlation between the image data
and the basis data is constructed by repeatedly executing the learning processes in this manner. The correlation indicated
by the learning model gradually increases its reliability as the learning processes advance. When a learning model of a
fully reliable level is constructed, the learning model concerned can be used to determine the basis data most highly
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correlated to the input image data.
[0031] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a structure of the dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100
comprising the learning unit 130 that performs supervised learning as a learning algorithm. The supervised learning is
a technique for constructing the learning model by abundantly inputting data sets (hereinafter referred to as training
data) composed of inputs and their corresponding outputs and identifying the correlation between the inputs and the
outputs from the training data. Since the supervised learning is a known technology, although it can be implemented
using a neural network, for example, a description of its detailed structure is omitted herein.
[0032] The learning unit 130 comprises an error calculation unit 131, configured to calculate an error E between a
correlation model M derived from the image data and the basis data and a correlation feature identified from training
data T provided in advance, and a model update unit 132 for updating the correlation model M so as to reduce the error
E. The learning unit 130 goes on learning the correlation between the image data and the basis data as the model update
unit 132 repeats the update of the correlation model M.
[0033] An initial value of the correlation model M represents a simplified (e.g., by a linear function) correlation between
the image data and the basis data, for example, and is given to the learning unit 130 before the start of the supervised
learning. The training data T is a data set of, for example, an image of a prosthesis created in the past and a basis of
billing accurately recorded when the prosthesis concerned is created. The error calculation unit 131 identifies a correlation
feature indicative of the correlation between the image data and the basis data from a lot of training data T given to the
learning unit 130 and obtains the error E between this correlation feature and the correlation model M corresponding to
the image data and the basis data in the current state. The model update unit 132 updates the correlation model M in
a direction to reduce the error E according to a predetermined update rule. By repeating this process, the correlation
model M is gradually adjusted so that it accurately indicates the correlation between the image data and the basis data.
[0034] In the determination mode, the learning unit 130 can automatically accurately obtain the basis data correspond-
ing to the image data, based on the learning model constructed in the learning mode. More specifically, by giving the
image data of the prosthesis as an input to the learning model, the learning model is enabled to automatically accurately
output the basis of billing (name and quantity of the prosthesis, type and quantity of the material used, creation method,
etc.).
[0035] The billing amount estimation unit 140 calculates the billing amount based on the basis of billing output by the
learning unit 130 in the determination mode. For example, the billing amount estimation unit 140 has a fee table that
defines the correspondence between the basis of billing and a unit cost of billing, a billing amount calculation rule, and
the like. For example, the fee table may be one that defines a unit material cost per unit material quantity for each material
name, one that defines a dental technical fee for each creation method, or one that defines a billing amount integration
rule for each prosthesis type. The billing amount estimation unit 140 adds up the billing amount using the basis of billing
output by the learning unit 130 and the description in the fee table.
[0036] The unit material cost, unit wage, and the like may sometimes fluctuate depending on the social situation. Also,
the billing amount calculation rule and the like may sometimes be changed due to a modification in law or the like. Also
in such a case, according to the present embodiment, a correct billing amount can continue to be calculated by modifying
the description in the fee table. More specifically, it is unnecessary to execute the learning process again to re-create
the learning model.
[0037] Some examples of execution will now be disclosed for a method of utilizing the learning model created in the
learning process described above.

<Example 1>

[0038] Example 1 relates to a dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 for automatically calculating a
billing amount related to a prosthesis using a learning model. An operation of the dental technical fee automatic calculation
system 100 according to Example 1 will be described with reference to the flowchart of FIG. 3.
[0039] S101: An image data input unit 110 acquires image data of the prosthesis. For example, a dental technician
photographs the prosthesis created for him/herself by using a smart phone provided with a camera as a constituent
element of the image data input unit 110. The image data input unit 110 extracts a feature quantity from the image data.
[0040] S102: The image data input unit 110 inputs the feature quantity of the image data acquired in S101 to the
learning unit 130. The learning unit 130 inputs the feature quantity of the image data to the learning model and obtains,
as an output, basis data highly correlated to the image data. The basis data obtained here includes, for example, the
type of the prosthesis (i.e., name of the prosthesis), quantity of the prosthesis, name of the material used, used material
quantity, and the like.
[0041] S103: A billing amount estimation unit 140 assesses the billing amount based on the basis data obtained in
S102 and a fee table retained in advance.
[0042] FIG. 4 shows an example of the fee table. In this fee table, a unit cost and a dental technical fee for creation
are defined for each material name and each prosthesis type, respectively. In this case, the billing amount estimation
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unit 140 can assess the billing amount according to equation (1). 

[0043] For example, according to the basis data obtained in S102, the prosthesis quantity, prosthesis type, prosthesis
quantity, name of material used, and used material quantity are assumed to be 1, A, 1, P, and 10, respectively. According
to the fee table, moreover, the unit cost of the material P and the dental technical fee for creation of the prosthesis A
are assumed to be 100 yen and 1,000 yen, respectively. In this case, the billing amount is given by: 

[0044] S104: The billing amount estimation unit 140 outputs the billing amount assessed in S103. For example, the
billing amount can be displayed on a display device (not shown). Alternatively, the billing amount can be provided for a
billing system (not shown) to be used when the billing system issues a bill.

<Example 2>

[0045] Example 2 relates to an automatic calculation system 100 capable of updating a learning model as required to
continuously maintain and improve the precision of estimation. An operation of the dental technical fee automatic cal-
culation system 100 according to Example 2 will be described with reference to the flowchart of FIG. 5.
[0046] S201: As in S101 of Example 1, an image data input unit 110 acquires image data. The image data of this
example is assumed to be imprinted with a prosthesis and a labo slip.
[0047] The image data input unit 110 acquires information to be the basis of billing in the labo slip if features (barcode,
QR code, document title, etc.) in the labo slip are recognized in an image. If the barcode, QR code, etc. are recognized,
the image data input unit 110 acquires unique identification information contained in the barcode, QR code, and the like.
Also, the image data input unit 110 acquires information (type of the prosthesis, quantity of the prosthesis, name of the
material used, used material quantity, etc.) to be the basis of billing saved in association with the identification information
from a management system or the like for a labo slip (not shown). Alternatively, if the information to be the basis of billing
is described directly in the labo slip, the image data input unit 110 can read the basis of billing by using a known technology
such as OCR.
[0048] Moreover, the image data input unit 110 extracts the feature quantity of the prosthesis from the image data, as
in S101 of Example 1.
[0049] S202: As in S102 of Example 1, the image data input unit 110 inputs the feature quantity of the image data
acquired in S101 to a learning unit 130. The learning unit 130 inputs the feature quantity of the image data to the learning
model and obtains, as an output, basis data estimated to be highly correlated to the image data.
[0050] S203: A billing amount estimation unit 140 compares the basis data obtained from the learning model in S202
and the information to be the basis of billing obtained from the labo slip in S201. If both these items are coincident, the
precision of the learning model can be assumed to be appropriate, so that the procedure transitions to S204. If these
items are not coincident, the procedure transitions to S205 to improve the precision of the learning model.
[0051] S204: The billing amount estimation unit 140 assesses a billing amount based on the basis data obtained in
S202 and a fee table retained in advance, as in S103 of Example 1.
[0052] S205: In order to maintain and improve the precision of the learning model, it is effective to add new data for
learning to the learning model to update it. As typical update methods for the learning model, there are batch processing
for newly remaking a learning model by giving past learning data and new learning data at a time and sequential learning
(also called online learning) for sequentially updating an existing learning model by giving new learning data only. In this
example, the learning model is updated by the online learning of which the load and time for calculation can be suppressed.
[0053] The image data input unit 110 outputs the feature quantity of the image data of the prosthesis acquired in S201
to the learning unit 130. Moreover, a basis data input unit 120 outputs, as basis data, information to be the basis of billing
obtained from the labo slip in S201 to the learning unit 130. The learning unit 130 performs the online learning using a
set of these image and basis data, thereby updating the learning model. Since specific processing for carrying out the
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online learning is a known technology as described in the following document, for example, a detailed description thereof
is omitted herein.
[0054] Shai Shalev-Shwartz, Online Learning and Online Convex Optimization (Foundations and Trends in Machine
Learning, 4(2): 107-194, 2011).
[0055] S206: The billing amount estimation unit 140 assesses the billing amount based on the information to be the
basis of billing obtained from the labo slip in S201 and the fee table retained in advance, as in S103 of Example 1.
[0056] S207: The billing amount estimation unit 140 outputs the billing amount assessed in S204 or S206

<Example 3>

[0057] Example 3 relates to an automatic calculation system 100 capable of checking the accuracy of a labo slip using
a learning model fully advanced in learning (i.e., having a sufficient estimation precision). An operation of the dental
technical fee automatic calculation system 100 according to Example 3 will be described with reference to the flowchart
of FIG. 6.
[0058] S301: As in S101 of Example 1, an image data input unit 110 acquires image data. The image data of this
example is assumed to be imprinted with a prosthesis and a labo slip. As in S201 of Example 2, the image data input
unit 110 acquires information to be the basis of billing in the labo slip.
[0059] S302: As in S102 of Example 1, the image data input unit 110 inputs the feature quantity of the image data
acquired in S301 to a learning unit 130. The learning unit 130 inputs the feature quantity of the image data to the learning
model and obtains, as an output, basis data assumed to be highly correlated to the image data.
[0060] S303: As in S103 of Example 1, a billing amount estimation unit 140 assesses a billing amount based on the
basis data obtained in S302 and a fee table retained in advance.
[0061] S304: The billing amount estimation unit 140 outputs the billing amount assessed in S303.
[0062] S305: The billing amount estimation unit 140 compares the basis data obtained from the learning model in
S302 and the information to be the basis of billing obtained from the labo slip in S301. If both these items are coincident,
the contents of the labo slip can be assumed to be accurate. If these items are not coincident, the procedure transitions
to S306.
[0063] S306: The billing amount estimation unit 140 outputs that part of the information to be the basis of billing obtained
from the labo slip in S301 which is different from the basis data obtained from the learning model in S302. For example,
different items can be displayed on a display device (not shown).
[0064] The present invention is not limited to the above-described embodiment and can be suitably changed without
departing from the spirit of the invention. In the examples of the embodiment described above, the basis data constituting
the basis of billing is input to the basis data input unit 120, and the learning unit 130 learns the correlation between the
image data and the basis data. However, the present invention is not limited to this. For example, the billing amount
may be input to the basis data input unit 120. In this case, the learning unit 130 learns the correlation between the image
data and the billing amount in the learning mode. In the determination mode, moreover, the learning unit 130 outputs
the billing amount corresponding to the prosthesis concerned when it is given the image data of the prosthesis as an input.
[0065] According to this technique, the dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 can output the billing
amount without comprising the billing amount estimation unit 140.
[0066] Furthermore, in the above-described embodiment, all the basis data constituting the basis of billing for the
prosthesis are output in the learning mode by the basis data input unit 120. The correlation between the image data and
all the input basis data is learned by the learning unit 130. However, the present invention is not limited to this. More
specifically, the basis data input unit 120 may output only some of the basis data constituting the basis of billing for the
prosthesis in the learning mode. The learning unit 130 may learn the correlation between the image data and the input
some data.
[0067] If the basis of billing can be divided into a plurality of basis data groups A, B, C ··· (each of the basis data groups
A, B, C ··· may include one or a plurality of basis data), for example, the learning unit 130 may construct each of learning
models a, b, and c in the learning mode. The learning models a, b, and c indicate the correlation between the image
data and the basis data group A, correlation between the image data and the basis data group B, and correlation between
the image data and the basis data group C, respectively. In this case, the billing amount estimation unit 140 calculates
the billing amount by the same technique as in the above-described embodiment after the basis data estimated by the
learning unit 130 in the estimation mode, using the learning models a, b, and c, individually, are put together.
[0068] According to this technique, the dental technical fee automatic calculation system 100 can tune, reconstruct,
or replace only those learning models related to specific basis data, as required. In this case, there is the advantage
that those learning models related to the other basis data continue to be available.
[0069] Moreover, although the learning unit 130 is designed to learn the correlation between the image data and the
basis data by supervised learning in the embodiment described above, the learning may alternatively be performed by
another machine learning technique such as unsupervised learning or reinforcement learning.
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[0070] Furthermore, each processing means constituting the present invention may be either composed of hardware
or configured to logically implement any processing by urging a CPU (central processing unit) to execute a computer
program. In this case, the computer program can be stored by using non-transitory computer readable media of various
types and supplied to a computer. Also, the program may be supplied to the computer by transitory computer readable
media of various types. The transitory computer readable media include electrical signals, optical signals, and electro-
magnetic waves. The transitory computer readable media can supply the program through wired communication paths,
such as electric wires and optical fibers, or wireless communication paths.

[Reference Signs List]

[0071]

100 DENTAL TECHNICAL FEE AUTOMATIC CALCULATION SYSTEM
110 IMAGE DATA INPUT UNIT
120 BASIS DATA INPUT UNIT
130 LEARNING UNIT
131 ERROR CALCULATION UNIT
132 MODEL UPDATE UNIT
140 BILLING AMOUNT ESTIMATION UNIT

Claims

1. A dental technical fee automatic calculation system comprising:

an image data input unit configured to input image data of a prosthesis;
a basis data input unit configured to input basis data as a basis of assessment of a billing amount for the
prosthesis; and
a learning unit to which the image data and the basis data are input to construct a learning model indicative of
a correlation between the image data and the basis data.

2. The dental technical fee automatic calculation system according to claim 1, wherein the learning unit receives the
input of the image data and outputs the basis data highly correlated to the image data based on the learning model,
further comprising a billing amount estimation unit configured to estimate the billing amount based on the basis data.

3. The dental technical fee automatic calculation system according to claim 1, wherein the image data input unit inputs
the image data of the prosthesis and image data related to a labo slip, and the learning unit updates the learning
model using the contents of the labo slip if the basis data output by the learning unit based on the image data of the
basis data and the contents of the labo slip are different.

4. The dental technical fee automatic calculation system according to claim 1, wherein the image data input unit inputs
the image data of the prosthesis and image data related to a labo slip, and the billing amount estimation unit outputs
the different items.

5. A dental technical fee automatic calculation method comprising:

an image data input step in which a computer inputs image data of a prosthesis;
a basis data input step for inputting basis data as a basis of assessment of a billing amount for the prosthesis; and
a learning step in which the image data and the basis data are input to construct a learning model indicative of
a correlation between the image data and the basis data.

6. he dental technical fee automatic calculation method according to claim 5, wherein the image data is input and the
basis data highly correlated to the image data is output based on the learning model in the learning step, and the
billing amount is estimated based on the basis data.

7. The dental technical fee automatic calculation method according to claim 5, wherein the image data of the prosthesis
and image data related to a labo slip are input in the image data input step, further comprising a step for updating
the learning model using the contents of the labo slip if the basis data output based on the image data of the basis
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data in the learning step and the contents of the labo slip are different.

8. The dental technical fee automatic calculation method according to claim 5, wherein image data of the prosthesis
and image data related to a labo slip are input in the image data input step, further comprising a step for outputting
the different items if the basis data output based on the image data of the basis data in the learning step and the
contents of the labo slip are different.

9. A program for urging a computer to execute the method according to any one of claims 5 to 8.

10. A dental technical fee automatic calculation system comprising:

an image data input unit configured to input image data of a prosthesis;
a basis data input unit configured to input a billing amount for the prosthesis; and
a learning unit to which the image data and the billing amount are input to construct a learning model indicative
of a correlation between the image data and the billing amount.
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